THE FOUR AGES John Hollander i Terribly unimportant kings
Grimly gave each other rings.
II
That was when the rings had become truly golden By being remembered dimly and made bright in The Great Fable that was itself the age, the age That was not the poor first but the rich harvesting Of cold grain smitten in the wind by early stones. We remember the first age now only to give The lie, which is its great truth, to this later one.
Ill
After that there was only one age; it appeared to be one of a series, but its followers were all parts of it. Bronze fell off to iron in the chains of fable, and rose to steel in the technological degrees, but gold, brass, pinchbeck and shoddy were all corners of the same room: one could stand in one or another, but one was equally unwarmed by the fading coals in the vast grate. This was the time and place of where we still are and probably will be, and it is hard to tell whether one is better off knowing this or not. 
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